Additions to the CASR library during September 2006

If interested in conference proceedings or book chapters please select individual papers for copy. Hard copy reports will be loaned.
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION

1. Large-truck crash causation study: an initial overview.
43p.
Online: Click here

ADVERTISING

2. Scared safe: how to use fear to motivate safety involvement.
Geller ES
Accident Reconstruction Journal 2006; 16(3): 48-50
Notes:
Reprint of article from February 2003 issue of Occupational Health & Safety

AGED DRIVER

3. Marking the way to greater safety.
Amparano G; Morena DA
Public Roads 2006; July/August
Online: Click here

AIR BAG

4. Characterizing occupant injuries in vehicle crashes with a deployed side airbag.
Pintar FA; Yoganandan N
Journal of Biomechanics 2006; 39(Supplement 1): S145
Notes:
Abstract only of paper delivered at 5th World Congress of Biomechanics, Munich, Germany 29 July-4 August 2006

ANIMAL

5. Animal vehicle crash mitigation using advanced technology phase 1: review, design and implementation: final report.
Huijser MP et al
Salem: Oregon Department of Transportation, 2006
271p.
Online: Click here
**BULL BAR**

6. Performance of bull bars in pedestrian impact tests.
Anderson RWG; van den Berg AL; Ponte G; Streeter LD; McLean AJ
Adelaide : Centre for Automotive Safety Research, University of Adelaide, 2006
Report no. CASR020  43p.
Online: Click here

**CHILD**

7. **Anthropometric measures of pediatric seat belt fit.**
Arbogast KB et al
Journal of Biomechanics 2006; 39(Supplement 1): S159
Notes:
Abstract only of paper delivered at 5th World Congress of Biomechanics, Munich, Germany 29 July- 4 August 2006

**DRINK DRIVING**

8. **Hard core drinking drivers.**
Status Report 2006; 41(7): 1-3, 6

9. **Mothers Against Drunk Driving (MADD): the first 25 years.**
Fell JC; Voas RB

**DRIVER BEHAVIOUR**

10. **The effects of rear-window transmittance and backup-lamp intensity on backing behavior.**
Sayer JR et al
Accident Reconstruction Journal 2006; 16(2): 39-47

11. **Unsafe driving behaviour and four wheel drive vehicles.**
Walker L et al
BMJ 2006; 333(7558): 71-73

**DRUG DRIVING**
Cusak DA et al 
Dublin : University College Dublin, Medical Bureau of Road Safety, 2006 
24p. 
Online: Click here

Donald A et al 
Parkside : Drug and Alcohol Services South Australia, 2006 

EXPOSURE

Keall MD; Frith WJ 

FOUR WHEEL DRIVE

Sydney : Motor Accidents Authority, 2006 
15p. 
Online: Click here

HEAD INJURY

Arbogast KB et al 
Journal of Biomechanics 2006; 39(Supplement 1): S152-S153 
Notes: 
Abstract only of paper delivered at 5th World Congress of Biomechanics, Munich, Germany 29 July- 4 August 2006
17. Analysis of head injuries by use of real-world impacts and computer models.
Franklyn M et al
Journal of Biomechanics 2006; 39(Supplement 1): S153
Notes:
Abstract only of paper delivered at 5th World Congress of Biomechanics, Munich, Germany 29 July- 4 August 2006

Wittek A
Journal of Biomechanics 2006; 39(Supplement 1): S152
Notes:
Abstract only of paper delivered at 5th World Congress of Biomechanics, Munich, Germany 29 July- 4 August 2006

HUMAN FACTOR

19. Human factors literature reviews on intersections, speed management, pedestrians and bicyclists, and visibility.
Kludt K et al
McLean, Virginia : Federal Highway Administration, Turner-Fairbank Highway Research Center, 2006
286p.
Online: Click here

HUMAN FATIGUE

20. Awareness of driving while sleepy and road traffic accidents: prospective study in GAZEL cohort.
Nabi H et al
BMJ 2006; 333(7558): 75-77

21. The relationship between driving performance and the Johns Drowsiness Scale as measured by the Optalert system.
Stephan K et al
Clayton : Monash University Accident Research Centre (MUARC), 2006
Report no. 252 43p.
Online: Click here
22. Edge delineations.
Woolley JE; McLean AJ
Adelaide : Centre for Automotive Safety Research, 2006
Online: Click here

INJURY

23. Human subjects exposed to very low velocity frontal collisions.
Croft AC
Journal of Biomechanics 2006; 39(Supplement 1): S146
Notes:
Abstract only of paper delivered at 5th World Congress of Biomechanics,
Munich, Germany 29 July- 4 August 2006

Edwards P et al
BMJ 2006; 333(7559): 119-121

25. Thoracic injuries in far-side crashes.
Fildes B et al
Notes:
Abstract only of paper delivered at 5th World Congress of Biomechanics,
Munich, Germany 29 July- 4 August 2006

26. The incidence of upper and lower extremity injuries from far side crashes.
Gabler HC et al
Journal of Biomechanics 2006; 39(Supplement 1): S144-S145
Notes:
Abstract only of paper delivered at 5th World Congress of Biomechanics,
Munich, Germany 29 July- 4 August 2006

Gill M et al
BMJ 2006; 333(7558): 73-75
28. Abdominal impact injury research - a review.
Rouhana SW
Notes:
Abstract only of paper delivered at 5th World Congress of Biomechanics, Munich, Germany 29 July- 4 August 2006

29. A new protocol for documenting the causes and biomechanics of injury in crashes.
Rupp JD et al
Journal of Biomechanics 2006; 39(Supplement 1): S144
Notes:
Abstract only of paper delivered at 5th World Congress of Biomechanics, Munich, Germany 29 July- 4 August 2006

LEVEL CROSSING

30. The cost of level crossings: international benchmark report.
London: Rail Safety & Standards Board, 2006
49p.
Online: Click here

31. Investigating the role of driver decision styles in highway-rail crossing accidents.
Meshkati N et al
Accident Reconstruction Journal 2006; 16(3): 51-57

NECK INJURY

32. Predicting multiplanar cervical spine injury due to head-turned rear impacts using IV-NIC.
Ivancic PC et al

PEDESTRIAN
33. Mathematical modelling of pedestrian crashes - parameter study of the influence of the sedan vehicle contour.
Clark A et al
Journal of Biomechanics 2006; 39(Supplement 1): S160
Notes:
Abstract only of paper delivered at 5th World Congress of Biomechanics, Munich, Germany 29 July- 4 August 2006

34. Improving pedestrian safety at unsignalized intersections.
Fitzpatrick K et al
Washington DC : Transportation Research Board, 2006
Online: Click here

35. Turning at intersections and pedestrian injuries.
Roudsari B et al
Traffic Injury Prevention 2006; 7(3): 283-289

36. Validated multibody modeling of vehicle/pedestrian impacts to explain the increased injury risk posed to pedestrians by SUVs.
Simms C; Wood D
Journal of Biomechanics 2006; 39(Supplement 1): S160
Notes:
Abstract only of paper delivered at 5th World Congress of Biomechanics, Munich, Germany 29 July- 4 August 2006

PUBLIC HEALTH

37. Death and injury on roads: lowering the road toll will take much more than altering road users' behaviour.
Ameratunga S et al
BMJ 2006; 333(7558): 53-54

REAR END COLLISION

38. Analyses of rear-end crashes based on classification tree models.
Yan X; Radwan E
Traffic Injury Prevention 2006; 7(3): 276-282
ROAD DESIGN

Veith G; Bennett D; Armistead A
Sydney : Austroads, 2006
38p.

RURAL ROAD

40. Review of Wisconsin’s rural intersection crashes: application of methodology for identifying intersections for intersection decision support (IDS).
Preston H et al
St Paul, Minnesota : Minnesota Department of Transportation, 2006
Online: Click here

SEAT BELT

41. Seat integrated safety belts: a parametric study using finite element simulations.
Gavelin A
Lulea, Sweden : Lulea University of Technology. Department of Applied Physics and Mechanical Engineering, 2006
21+p.
Online: Click here

SPEED MANAGEMENT

42. Speed change management for New Zealand roads.
Charlton SG; Baas PH
Wellington : Land Transport New Zealand, 2006
Report no. 300  144p.
Online: Click here

TRANSPORT PLANNING

43. RACV directions: what’s important to our members.
Noble Park Noth : RACV Limited, 2006
67p.
44. One-hit wonder.
Carey J
Wheels 2006; Collector's Edition: 70-75
Notes:
Profile of the vehicle safety testing for Holden VE Commodore

45. Experimental development of improved vehicle compatibility - final report.
Davies HC
Berkshire : TRL Limited, 2006

VISIBILITY

46. Enhanced night visibility series, volume XIII: phase III-study 1 - Comparison of near infrared, far infrared, high intensity discharge, and halogen headlamps on object detection in nighttime rain.
Williams VH et al
McLean, Virginia : Turner-Fairbank Highway Research Center, 2005
Online: Click here

WHIPLASH INJURY

47. The biomechanical and kinematic differences between rear impact and frontal impact automobile crashes at low velocities.
Croft AC
Journal of Biomechanics 2006; 39(Supplement 1): S145
Notes:
Abstract only of paper delivered at 5th World Congress of Biomechanics, Munich, Germany 29 July- 4 August 2006

48. Comparative performance of various test dummies in the biomechanical assessment of whiplash injury factors.
Kleinberger M et al
Journal of Biomechanics 2006; 39(Supplement 1): S146
Notes:
Abstract only of paper delivered at 5th World Congress of Biomechanics, Munich, Germany 29 July- 4 August 2006
49. Impaired stability of the cervical spine in whiplash patients.
Kristjansson E
Journal of Biomechanics 2006; 39(Supplement 1): S149
Notes:
Abstract only of paper delivered at 5th World Congress of Biomechanics, Munich, Germany 29 July- 4 August 2006

Lee K et al
Journal of Biomechanics 2006; 39(Supplement 1): S148
Notes:
Abstract only of paper delivered at 5th World Congress of Biomechanics, Munich, Germany 29 July- 4 August 2006

51. Comparision of ATD upper and lower neck flexion/extension moments, and implications for neck injury criteria.
Raasch C; Carhart M
Journal of Biomechanics 2006; 39(Supplement 1): S145
Notes:
Abstract only of paper delivered at 5th World Congress of Biomechanics, Munich, Germany 29 July- 4 August 2006

52. Examining bumper cars as a surrogate for low-speed rear-end and frontal collisions.
Scher l et al
Journal of Biomechanics 2006; 39(Supplement 1): S146
Notes:
Abstract only of paper delivered at 5th World Congress of Biomechanics, Munich, Germany 29 July- 4 August 2006

53. Occupant awareness affects whiplash biomechanics.
Stemper BD; Yoganandan N; Pintar FA
Journal of Biomechanics 2006; 39(Supplement 1): S147
Notes:
Abstract only of paper delivered at 5th World Congress of Biomechanics, Munich, Germany 29 July- 4 August 2006

YOUNG DRIVER
54. Parental supervision of teenage drivers in a graduated licensing system.
Goodwin AH et al
Traffic Injury Prevention 2006; 7(3): 224-231

55. Do recommended driving limits affect teen-reported traffic violations and crashes during the first 12 months of independent driving?
Simons-Morton B et al
Notes:
Uses data from earlier randomized trial.